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Task 2 IELTS Writing.  Essay Correction & Feedback Service 

              

 

This essay correction and feedback service consists of the following ... 

1. Student's Original Answer (without corrections) 

2. Corrected Student Answer (edited with suggested changes to increase the band score). 

3. Individual Scores & Feedback using the 4 IELTS Writing Marking Criteria - taken from the 

IELTS Public Band Score Descriptors - Essentially, how well the essay matches the 

descriptions for 1) task achievement, 2) coherence and cohesion, 3) lexical resource & 

vocabulary, and 4) grammatical range and accuracy of grammar. 

4. An Overall Estimated Band Score. 

5. A Band 8/9 Answer Written by the Website Teacher, Mr Alfred Wilde. M.A. 

              

Essay Title 

Writing Task 2. You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

"It is better to go to a larger university than a smaller university because there are more facilities and 

better opportunities for students" To what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge 
or experience. Write at least 250 words. 
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1. Student's Original Answer (without corrections) 

              

 

      In the modern time, most of high school students prefer to go to university rather than 

apply for job straightaway. There are many advantages to get a university, for examples; 

students have more chances to apply for a better job and a higher position. according employer 

requirements, student could earn more money based on their education level. On the other 

hand, it is important to choose where to study because of many conditions that students have 

to deal with, for examples, places or scholarships that available, personal fanancial ,tuition fees, 

accommodation costs, etc. 

    To study in a large university can be more advantages than a small university. Many people 

might say in a small university have more relaxed atmosphere, students have more attention 

from lecturers, less stressful. On the on hand, if students don't have self esteem to study 

enough to pass their degree. This will effected their future career. In my opinion, being in a 

larger university could be more benefit in many ways, such as; in a large university has; more 

scholarships and places which in a small university ,students will find less of chance to get a 

place. The larger numbers, sizes of classrooms and facilities in a big university will satisfied 

students. In a large university usually have more lecturers and staff members who can assist 

students more effectively and faster services. Based on a larger number of resources, classroom 

and budget, a larger university could offer variety courses which will matched with students 

demanded and interesting. According university have more students ,which they could help 

each other in term of studying methods ,after class activities, etc. At a large university usually 

set in a big city where students have more alternatives to choose accommodation based on 

their budget which could be cheaper and more affordable that a smaller city. 

     Over all  , I strongly believe that a large university has more benefits which will help students 

to learn more effectively in a bigger community, more interaction , better facilities , and lower 

cost of accommodations.  At last, it still depend on student, how he/she could adapted to new 

environment and depends on how he/she blend into the new society. 
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Writing Task 2. You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

"It is better to go to a larger university than a smaller university because there are more 

facilities and better opportunities for students" To what extent do you agree or disagree with 

this statement? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge 
or experience. Write at least 250 words. 
              

Correction Key: - blue underlined       = Teacher corrections and suggested changes. 

                             - grey (crossed out)      = Incorrect grammar and vocabulary deleted. 

                             - Balloons in the right hand margin express the teacher's comments. 

              

2. Corrected Student Answer. 
              

      In the modern times, most of high school students prefer to go to university rather than 

apply for a job straightaway. There are many advantages to getting a university degree:, for 

examples,; students have more chances to apply for a better jobs and a higher positions. 

according in response to employer requirements, so students could earn more money based on 

their education level. On the other hand, it is important to choose where to study because of 

there are many conditions that students have to deal with, for examples, whether places or 

scholarships that are available, managing personal fanancialfinances, ,tuition fees, and 

accommodation costs, etc. 

 

    To Studying study in a larger university can be more advantages advantageous than studying 

at a smaller universityone. Many Some people might say argue that in a smaller university have 

there is a more relaxed atmosphere, students have more attention from lecturers, and that it is 

less stressful. On the on other hand, if students don't have self esteemthe confidence and 

ability to study enough to pass their degree,. This this will could effected affect their future 

career. In my opinion, being in a larger university could be more benefit beneficial in many 

Formatted: Justified, Space After:  0 pt, Line
spacing:  1.5 lines

Comment [u1]: You can use "Nowadays" or as 
corrected. 

Comment [u2]: Try to use plurals in your 
introduction to make it more general than specific. It 
is the introduction. 

Comment [u3]: It is unclear what you are 
contrasting with, so it would have been better to 
have used an earlier signal word that makes it clear 
you are introducing a contrast, like "On the one 
hand" then use "However" as the second contrasting 
signal.  

Comment [u4]: finances - plural noun - not 
adjective (financial) wrong word form. 

Formatted: Justified, Space After:  0 pt, Line
spacing:  1.5 lines

Comment [u5]: This main idea does not really 
provide any detail that is more specific than the 
essay title. This makes it sound like you are 
answering an advantage/disadvantage essay - not an 
agree/disagree essay.  

Comment [u6]: Incorrect and overuse of this 
signal word. Use "However" 

Comment [u7]: self-esteem means you feel in a 
certain way about yourself generally, whereas if you 
lack confidence and ability to do something, you 
have less drive to be successful. 

Comment [u8]: Sentence fragment. You should 
not have put a full-stop here because it is the 
independent clause completing a complex 
(conditional) sentence. 

Comment [u9]: will means 100%; could means it 
is possible. Try not to use will if you are not sure. Use 
'could' meaning it is possible or might happen. 

Comment [u10]: Excellent use of opinion as you 
have just contrasted two different viewpoints, so 
your opinion shows how you think, which develops 
the idea well. 

Comment [u11]: wrong part of speech: 
comparative adjective, not noun. 
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ways. Thus,, such as; in a larger university hasthere are; more scholarships and places, which in 

a smaller universityies do not have, so ,students will find it less of chancemore challenging to 

get a place.  

 

By contrast,Tthe larger numbers of students, sizes quality of classrooms and facilities in a big 

larger university will satisfied satisfy students more. because they In a large university usually 

have more lecturers and other staff members who can assist students more effectively. and 

faster services. For example, because they have Based on a larger number ofmore resources, 

better equipped classrooms and a larger budget, a larger universityies could offer a wider 

variety of courses, which will are more likely to matched with students demand.ed and 

interesting. According In addition, larger institutions university have attract more students, 

,which who they could help each other in terms of studying methods, ,after class activities, 

etcand so on.  Finally, At a larger universityies are usually set located in or near a big cityies 

where students have more alternatives to choose accommodation based on their budget, 

which could be cheaper and more affordable that than in a smaller provincial city. 

 

     Over all  , I strongly believe that a larger universityies has have more benefits, which will help 

students to learn more effectively in a bigger more diverse community, with more interaction , 

better facilities , and a lower cost of accommodations.  At lastLast of all, it still depends on the 

student in terms of, how he/ or she could adaptedis able to adapt to the new environment and 

depends on how effectively he/ or she can blend integrate into the new host societyculture. 

 

              

 

On the next page, you will find individual scores & feedback on the 4 marking criteria 

using the official IELTS Public Band Score Descriptors. 

 

Comment [u12]: You should use more signal 
words to separate ideas. Thus, is similar to 
'Therefore' so it is effective to end the first body 
paragraph by introducing a summary point. 

Comment [u13]: By using 'so' to show a result, 
the sentence becomes compound instead of simple. 

Comment [u14]: less of chance/more challenging 
- this shows your lack of academic vocabulary, which 
will reduce your band for lexical resource. 

Comment [u15]: Too many punctuation mistakes 
in this sentence. 

Comment [u16]: You should have started a new 
paragraph. This seems like the best place to start the 
second body paragraph given the general (main) idea 
expressed here. 

Comment [u17]: A basic grammar (tense) error. 

Comment [u18]: These inserted linking words 
will help to improve both the grammatical range and 
cohesion and coherence of the writing - adding a 
stronger structure and a complex sentence of reason 
(because) 

Comment [u19]: Notice here how I have added 
some very effective but simple comparative 
expressions to better compare the two types of 
universities. This shows a wider range of grammar. 

Comment [u20]: Again, the structure needs 
improvement by adding 'In addition' and 'Finally' to 
introduce the last two ideas in the paragraph. This 
makes it easier for the examiner to read, which will 
give a better impression as an essay that is more 
understandable to read (coherence). Also, the 
which/who error is careless. Try checking your 
answer to avoid such minor mistakes. 

Formatted: Justified, Space After:  0 pt, Line
spacing:  1.5 lines

Comment [u21]: Good signal word to use for 
your summary conclusion, but it is Overall not Over ...

Comment [u22]: Good to express your opinion 
immediately after the signal word. 

Comment [u23]: Effective use of a relative clause 
in the summary conclusion. 

Comment [u24]: good academic vocabulary. 

Comment [u25]: weak vocabulary. 

Comment [u26]: 'At last' is not academic 
enough. It is more appropriate for an informal letter ...

Comment [u27]: 'is able to adapt' is better 
grammar. 

Comment [u28]: blend/integrate - integrate is 
more academic. 

Comment [u29]: new society - host culture 
(stronger vocabulary inserted)  
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3. Individual Scores & Feedback on the 4 IELTS Writing Marking Criteria 

 
Descriptor & Band 

Score Awarded 
 

 
How does your writing compare to the band descriptors ?  

 
Task Achievement 

 
 
 
 

6 
 

 

 It is unclear from the introduction what your position is in 
relation to the question.  

 There is no mention of whether you agree or disagree with the 
statement, nor any mention of larger or smaller universities, so 
the introduction fails to address all parts of the task.  

 In the body paragraph, the main idea is too general although 
you do try to make some contrast of ideas between larger and 
smaller universities, and the ideas in the body paragraph make 
it clear what your opinion is.  

 However, the ideas are not adequately developed or remain 
unclear (band 6).  

 Nevertheless, it seems clear by the end of the essay what your 
position is and the conclusion is quite strong using a good signal 
word (albeit inaccurately) with a clear opinion and a final 
conclusive point. (band 6) 

Tips for Improvement. 

 Make your position clear in the introduction. 

 Write a main idea that is clear and not too general. 

 Make sure your supporting ideas, (which includes contrasting 
ideas or examples) are closely related to the main idea in the 
paragraph. 

 Try to develop your ideas more fully by giving examples, reasons 
or results to your ideas. 

 

Coherence 
& Cohesion 

 
 

6 

 Paragraphing is faulty as there is only one body paragraph. 
There should be two. Band 6.  

 Also, there is an overall lack of coherence in this essay as it is at 
times difficult to follow due to a lack of transition signal words 
to break up and logically cement ideas - especially in the body 
paragraph. Band 6. 

Tips for Improvement. 

 You should write 2 body paragraphs with clear main ideas to 
give the essay better structure. 

 Use more and appropriate signal words to break up your 
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supporting ideas more logically. 

Lexical 
Resource 

(Vocabulary) 
 

6 

This essay uses a sufficient range of vocabulary (band 7), but with some 
inaccuracy (band 6) 

 effected     -  affect 
 chances     - chance 
 financial     - finances 
 benefit      - beneficial 
 satisfied    - satisfy 

 
Tips for Improvement. 

 Most errors are connected to part of speech, so you need to 
learn words in context more accurately.  

 Try re-reading your answer after you have completed it to 
reduce the number of trivial errors. 

 
Grammatical 

Range & 
Accuracy 

 

 
 5 

 The writing is hampered mostly by a variety of minor 
grammatical errors (band 5) ranging from incorrect use of the 
article 'the';  incorrect use of prepositions (of); missing verb 'to 
be' (are); and many examples of incorrect use of commas. You 
can see the corrections in the corrected essay (above). 

 Also, apart from the use of the relative clauses using 'which', 
there is a lack of complex structures. I spotted two (because - 
providing reason / if - making a conditional complex sentence)  

 However, the conditional sentence in the body paragraph is 
faulty creating a fragmented sentence: On the on hand, if 
students don't have self esteem to study enough to pass their 
degree. This will effected their future career.  

 
 Correction: On the one hand, if students don't have enough self-

esteem to pass their degree, this will affect  their future career. 
 
Tips for Improvement. 

 You need to do some grammar work from a grammar book to 
practice. I recommend Raymond Murphy. Grammar in Use. 
Intermediate Level.  Common basic errors in your essay include 
(but are not limited to) articles, prepositions,  and verb 'be' 

 Also, you need to practice grammatical accuracy of 
subordinating conjunctions, especially for contrasting 
conjunctions and conditional conjunctions.  

 Use more contrasting connectors: although, though, even 
though, despite the fact that, while, whereas, 

 practice using more transition signals of contrast: However, By 
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contrast, Conversely, Nevertheless, In spite of that, 
Notwithstanding that viewpoint, 

 Practice conditional connectors: if, provided, as long as, unless. 

 
4.  Overall Estimated Band Score: 6 + 6 + 6 + 5 = 23 / 4 = 5.75.  Overall Band Score = 6 
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5. A Band 8/9 Answer Written by the Website Teacher, Mr Alfred Wilde. M.A. 

 
              

 

      Nowadays, students enjoy the luxury of having an enormous variety of choice when they are 

considering which universities to apply to. From one perspective, attending a smaller university 

could offer some benefits like more specialised departments for some courses and ease of 

entry. However, I firmly agree with the view that larger universities provide students with a 

wider range of facilities and more favourable opportunities for the following reasons: 

 

      First of all, although a smaller institution might provide more personal contact with lecturers 

and some specialised courses that are not available elsewhere, a superior fiscal budget enables 

larger universities to offer state-of-the-art facilities, an generous array of leisure and social 

services and a more comprehensive selection of undergraduate and postgraduate courses. For 

example, most larger institutions will list almost all disciplines at bachelor, masters and doctoral 

levels, whereas smaller universities will be more limited. Moreover, if a student wants to switch 

courses, larger departments are usually more accommodating due to the vast availability of 

options. Thus, there can be little doubt that while smaller universities have significant resource 

constraints, larger universities offer greater opportunities, choice and resources.  

 

      In addition, while many smaller provincial universities are fairly anonymous in the minds of 

recruiting agencies and renowned corporations, the reputations of larger, more prestigious 

universities usually precedes them. In fact, due to the tenure of more eminent professors and 

lecturers, graduates of larger universities are always highly sought after by scientific and 

commercial enterprises. For instance, city centre banks, and the fields of law, accountancy, and 

medicine seek to recruit their annual intake from a select group of universities, which generally 

discriminates against graduates from smaller campuses. Furthermore, attending a larger 
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university can be beneficial when undergraduates are developing their knowledge base 

because most larger universities have strong links to companies, which enables students to gain 

advantageous work experience placements that boost their careers chances on graduating. 

 

      To sum up, in my opinion, if students want to be successful in their professional careers, 

they should choose to study in a larger universities, which, due to their superior finances and 

prestigious reputations will be better positioned to offer students state-of-the-art facilities 

while they are studying and greater promise in the job market. 

              

Thank you for using the marking and feedback service. 

 


